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About This Game

"The Great Giana Sisters" was one of the first platformers to be released on the Commodore 64. Although sales were stopped
soon after the game’s release, The Great Giana Sisters became a cult classic, and Giana an iconic part of video game history.

In 2009, we started a reboot of Giana Sisters and released it on Nintendo DS. Giana Sisters DS marked the beginning of a new
series of Giana Sisters games, with Giana Sisters: Twisted Dreams and Giana Sisters: Dream Runners being the latest releases.
Now we’re happy to give you a HD remake of the 2009 Nintendo DS version on Steam. It features beautiful HD graphics and
full controller support. And of course the precise controls, intuitive handling and a smooth learning curve that platform fans

expect. All balanced for hours of fun and challenges. It also contains the 32 levels of the original game – restored with love and
care to resemble our take on the retro aesthetic.

Freed from the dust of decades, Giana Sisters 2D retains its cherished style, familiar features and the legendary original
soundtrack in a fresh revision.

Beautifully restored HD Remake of the Nintendo DS classic.

Sharp, intuitive controls and an easy learning curve.

Lovingly crafted modern take on retro graphics in HD.

80 completely new adventures.
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32 fully restored classic levels will put a tear in the eye of many fans of the original version!

Legendary soundtrack, inspired by Chris Huelsbeck.

Customizable controls and full controller support.

Steam integration: leaderboards, achievements, and trading cards.
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Title: Giana Sisters 2D
Genre: Action, Indie
Developer:
Kasaa Solution
Publisher:
HandyGames, Black Forest Games
Franchise:
Giana Sisters
Release Date: 23 Oct, 2015

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Vista

Processor: Intel Core 2 Duo @ 2.8 GHz / AMD Athlon II X2 @ 2.8 GHz

Memory: 2 MB RAM

Graphics: SM3.0 DX9.0c level hardware (Nvidia GeForce 6800, ATI X1800 XT or higher)

Storage: 2 GB available space

Additional Notes: Windows-compatible keyboard, mouse, optional controller (Steam Controller or Xbox 360® Controller for
Windows recommended)

English,French,Italian,German
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2d steam

10\/10
POWERFUL AND FUN
this is a good locomotive, i honestly play this more than most of the other locomotives in my library, would definitly
recommend this to anyone who is thinking about getting this.. Time to completion - 4 hours. Taking my time.

An EXTREMELY short puzzle platformer that desperately needs steam workshop support. What is there is fun.. This game has
brought me nothing but absolute JOY. As compared to preious works such as Wolf Tails and Happy Campers, this one blew all
of them out of the water. The length of the story is just amazing, and the fact that I was actually interested in it the whole time
made it worth the 10$, EASY. My♥♥♥♥♥♥was so ♥♥♥♥ing hard, the only thing I would improve is more♥♥♥♥♥♥
Bare♥♥♥♥♥♥ and♥♥♥♥♥. Casual Play itself game. Not offensive but I can't recommend it unless you have loads fo time to
kill (and don't want to think). Have done all the tracks a couple of times. Highly recommended.. It doesnt give me anything !! :(.
It took me two clicks on Google results to find how to make the game work on Windows 10 and another click to get an HD
patch. AMA. I LOVE this game! So much fun!
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Side-scrolling space-shooter, with an authentic Spectrum 128k design. Even comes with QAOP keyboard controls if you so
desire. A must for old-hand spectrum gamers. Music is good, but lacks the Rob Hubbard\/Jonathan Dunn style class.

Graphics 9\/10
Sound 7\/10
Playability 9\/10
Overall 9\/10. Do not buy.. Cool concept but glad it was cheap because it was entirely too short. seemed like they made it in a
single day its soo short. lol I am very happy to contribute to future makings of full VR movies but not something this short. =/
The story jumped around to much for me and is a cool concept but poorly played out probably due to budget. All in all it was
worth $5 to experience something that really doesnt exsist and to be able to see the future of movies.. A good idea, but far too
buggy and far too short. The writing was not the best, either. I'd give this a solid C.. Boring. No challenge at all, its barely a
game.. still better then Minecraft out of ten. I have been playing this game for a couple years now. good game but i just made
level 7 with the human fighter and now for some reason i cant find out why i cant keep my sword. when i try to use it . its just
not there..but all in all i like the game. and im 60 yrs old.lol. i can not recommend this game.
the game itself could be good if it was finished but not right now.

the developer is not responding if he is still working on this game.
don't waste your money and buy something that has a chance to get out of early access some day, this title is dead on arrival..
Just got the game. It's got a very unique feel to me. You can definitely tell undead overlord is still in alpha stage, but i also see a
lot of potential for this game, it's crazy short right now is my only problem with it, other than that i enjoy it immensely and look
forward to seeing what they do with it. My only wish with the controls at the moment is the ability to hotkey a small group for
better flanking of the uninfected, the pesky humans run so fast, and there is no escape from shotguns. All minor complaints
aside, this game is fun, and i look forward to what it turns into. Keep up the good work.. Chopper: Lethal darkness - arcade
game with shooting from a flying helicopter to enemy units.
This little game.
The helicopter flies by itself, we are given the opportunity to shoot on the technique and the people.
An interesting idea is to make it look like when viewing from a night vision device.
At the base, you can choose a weapon for the helicopter, the variety of which will expand as the levels pass.
The ammunition is limited.
It would be more fun if the cartridges were endless.
It's fun to fly around and simply have good time, if you enjoy playing with helicopters.
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